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FOR ROBERT

Is it me? Is it me Me Me Me Me! It has to be me-but is it?
-Ozzie Freedman, "Conversion of the Jews"

. . . to be raised as a post-immigrant Jew in America was to be given a ticket

out of the ghetto into a wholly unconstrained world of thought. Without an
old-country link and a strangling church like the Italians, or the Irish, or the
Poles, without generations of American forebears to bind you to American
life, or blind you by your loyalty to its deformities, you could read whatever you
wanted and write however and whatever you pleased. Alienated? Just another
way to say "Set free!" A Jew set free even from Jews-yet only by steadily
maintaining se~f-consciousness as a Jew. That was the thrilling paradoxical
kicker.
-Nathan Zuckerman, The Anatomy Lesson

You think in the Diaspora it's normal? Come live here. [Israel] is the homeland
of Jewish abnormality. Worse: now we are the dependent Jews, on your money,
your lobby, on our big allowance from Uncle Sam, while you are the Jews
living interesting lives, comfortable lives, without apology, without shame, and
peifectly independent ... We are the excitable, ghettoized, jittery little Jews of
the Diaspora, and you are the Jews with all the confidence and cultivation
that comes offeeling at home where you are.
-Shuki Elchanan, The Counterlife
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PREFACE

This book was conceived partly out of puzzlement at the wide difference between my reading of Philip Roth and that of several of my friends.
They seemed to take a position fixed around 1970 and incognizant of any
development in the writer since that time. Informal surveys of academic colleagues and others confirmed the impression that many had a view of Roth as a
kind of aging Peck's bad boy, but few were reading him. even as latter-day critics were giving him awards. Most still knew Goodbye, Columbus and Portnoy's
Complaint, as much from the movies as from the printed word. What seemed to
me to be lost in the general responses to Roth were his genuine artistic and
Jewish developments since those early successes. Roth is much more complex, as both a writer and a Jew, than readers of his early works know; he has
grappled with the most difficult issues that bind latter twentieth century Jewry
and art. His manner of addressing these issues is partly playful, and to some
readers, offputting. But it is a manner developed probing foibles widely shared.
One of Roth's achievements is in revealing how flawed people experience
themselves. I hope readers who have neglected Roth's works will be moved to
pick them up and find that dimension. The rewards in store may be wonderfully
surprising.
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Chapter 1

THE IRONIC AND THE IRATE

Since 1959 Philip Roth has been publishing steadily, an average of a
book every twenty-three months-all but three having something to say directly
about Jews. The cheers and the groans continue. While Roth has insisted he
does not speak for American Jews or expound Judaism, he has given America
a gallery of semitic stereotypes. Sophie and Alexander Portnoy,' Brenda
Patimkin, Eli the Fanatic, and Nathan Zuckerman are household names.
Zuckerman, himself a novelist taken by critics to be Roth's alter ego of the late
seventies and eighties-to be the successor to Gabe Wallach, Alexander
Portnoy, David Kepesh, and Peter Tamopol-spent several novels protesting
that he stood for nothing more than the power of art to illuminate life. From The
Ghost Writer (1979)2 to The Counterlife (1987)3 Zuckerman kept declaring
that his Jews were not the Jews and that his protagonists were not himself. He
accusedmisreaders of willful self-impoverishment, of reducing fiction to some
petty biographic detective game. Only fiction, this fictitious character insisted,
has the power to convey the many-sidedness of fact.
Misunderstood Zuckerman, making those pronouncements to get the
world off his back but with few illusions about getting himself off his back, was
succeeded in the early nineties by a character bearing his author's name.
Layered within Roth's fiction are authors and authors of authors, blurring the
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line between fiction and fact, all of them looking vainly for some boundary
between their individual selves and their Jewish past-as if a statue could free
itself from its stone and still have being. Some of Roth's latest fictions have
invited readers playfully into the trap, that of identifying the "Philip" of
Deception (1990)4 and of Operation Shylock (1993)5 with what they think they
know of Philip Roth, the Jewish writer and biographer of his Jewish father. The
confusions Roth once decried became his medium for sleight-of-hand demonstrations that the fiction writer is the teller of highest truth and that Jewishness
is the perfect condition for exploring the American promise of freedom.
Roth's works have always irritated some readers; lately, the irritation
has been intentional. Like Nietzsche, who wrote to be misunderstood, Roth
has chosen to goad readers into thought, accepting some hostile reaction as
part of the contract. Indeed, since the 1959 publication of his first book,
Goodbye, Columbus and Five Short Stories,6 Roth has been made increasingly
aware that in trusting fiction to carry one's deepest thoughts and feelings, a
writer, especially an ironic writer, takes risks. He mainly risks being identified
with ideas or modes of expression he may only be using to dramatize more elusive concerns. For Roth the result has been more than the usual share of
accusers and accusations. He has been accused of self-hatred yet of egotism, of
anti-Semitism yet of Jewish parochialism, of a thinness of invention yet of
flights of outlandish fancy, of being autobiographical and vengeful yet of borrowing personae from James or Kafka in lieu of a personal subject. Even some
who have enjoyed Roth's novels have become accusers, feeling somehow they
have been misled into profane laughter. And lurking behind all these has been
the accusation of his trying to duck accusation by perverse strategies of anticipation or by intentional thwartings of public perception. When Roth labeled
Operation Shylock a "Confession" from his real life, critics who charged him
with having made the whole story up included some who had long declared him
unable to invent anything he had not lived. So in Sabbath's Theater (1995),' he
has tossed back at them a puppeteer instead of a novelist, as if he had not been
ventriloquizing his characters all along.
Philip Roth has not generally taken to the air waves, used television interviews, or written prefaces to other people's books to explain to the public that perhaps they were not reading him right. s In the range of public exposure between
what he has called "Mailerism," the direct taking on of the public as a figure
whose life vies with his work, and "Salingerism," the hermitic retreat that ultimately refuses even to publish, he has taken a position midway, not courting
the public outside the fiction-though becoming a public persona from within the
fiction-yet sometimes answering criticism he has taken to be wrong-spirited.
But early on he ruled out mass media exchanges or interviews about his work
except in the literature sections of newspapers, usually at time of publication. 9 In
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seminars and forums of a purely literary nature he did attempt to clarify his art,
but without reference to his personal life. The irony of this is that critics increasingly flushed him out. Having participated in the strictly literary exchanges, they
brought to their popular reviewing aspects of Roth's personal life that he might
once have preferred to keep private, and they made his efforts to remain above the
fray increasingly part of the fray. Over the length of his career, Roth's most
common response to this irony has been to make fiction out of it. As one critic has
noted, however, "the ironical thing about irony is that those closest to you usually
take it literally."10 Writing about his having been misperceived didn't go far, in the
late seventies and early eighties, toward pacifying a hostile public, but it may have
paved the way for Roth's finest writing shortly thereafter. All he had to do was
listen to one of his own novelist-characters, Peter Tamopol: "Literature got me
into this and literature is gonna have to get me out."
In the late eighties literature, it seems, got Roth out. Having weathered a
stormy relationship with many of his readers-especially his Jewish readersby hewing to his own line and holding out for judgment on his own terms,
Roth with The Counterl(fe (1987) won the hearts and minds of some of his
stoniest judges. In The Counterlife a mature Zuckerman, past rebelling at parents or protesting tribal censure, is suspended in a state of fictive uncertainty
about his own identity: about how much he is the American, how much the
Jew, how much the fiction writer, how much the Newark child trying to hold on
to or repair to the myths of his own earliest security. And in continually refocusing Zuckerman's identity, Roth makes the reader refocus his own. The
Counterlife thins the membrane through which experience and imagination
nourish one another, letting certitude wait upon possibility. Repeatedly, just
when the reader has identified himself with the travails of one character, Roth
dissolves that character as the mere imaginings of another and forces the reader
into yet another perspective on himself. By continually reopening the reader to
new possibilities, The Counterlife had a liberating effect. To Roth, the praise
and the acclaim in awards and prizes must have been gratifying.
But, as if to prove that what literature could get him out of, quasi-literature could get him back into, Roth, essaying forth with The Facts (1988), 11
plunged again into the thicket. He chose to lead his readers over so dubious a
landscape of his own life and career, as almost to invite the old hostility. The
works that have followed, especially Patrimony (1991)," which attracted Jewish
audiences for what Roth might once have considered the wrong reasons, have
somewhat compounded the conflict. And in Operation Shylock, pure invention
and biographic and historic fact mingle like brush strokes of a single painting.
The surreal result is an emerging Roth perspective that defies readers to separate out personal, tribal, national, global, and fictitious shadings of an irritating
character very much their surrogate.
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Why have readers so long and intently followed Roth's maps of misreading, pitching and lunging over broken terrain of critical and Freudian
cliches? What in Roth fascinates even skeptical readers, even as some of them
denounce him for reiterating mewling complaints or perpetrating tribal treachery? What do they find in his eternal revolving without resolving his characters'
troubles? Perhaps the late Anatole Broyard had part of the answer. Suffering
from terminal cancer and needing to unload his library to move into smaller
quarters, Broyard considered what to do with each author's works. About Roth
he mused,
I felt that I had nursed him-or he had nursed me-through the long illness of our literature. He was my cynical big brother and my crazy little
brother, too. When he made a mistake-and he made a few-it was I
who blushed. Like so many American readers, I felt that I had got gloriously drunk with Philip Roth, we had gone skinny-dipping together, and
had suffered with the same kind of women. I knew too much about
him-and he knew too much about me-for me to give up his books.13
"Like so many American readers." Broyard, who was not Jewish, found in
Roth not just some initiator into mystic rites, but a brother, fully and equally
involved and at risk in the age. Not a sage outsider or a chorus, but a fellow
player in the American tragicomedy. Without having to offer answers "during
the long illness of our literature," Roth, it seems, could be trusted to air the
questi()ns of sensitive young men who might once have counted upon literature
for answers. And that dual sensibility of cynical older brother and crazy
younger brother could be trusted not to mislead. Declaim as his characters
might against the unfairness of the world, in fiction Roth had mostly navigated by irony to skirt extremes of sentimentality, cynicism and despair. His
material had provided a perspective on the changing American landscape. And
if Roth's combatants had Jewish accents, their conflicts had been recognizable enough in Peoria.
Broyard's words echo a statement made some three years earlier by
Primo Levi. Parting from Roth in 1986 after some four days together for a
New York Times interview that Roth was to publish, Levi had said, "I don't
know which of us is the younger brother and which is the older brother" (Pat.
211). Levi was apparently commenting on the mature Roth's understanding of
fiction, particularly Holocaust fiction, and on their novelists' bond of intense
introspection. Perhaps he saw pale reflections of his own survivor's guilt in
Roth's young heroes' wailing at sacrificing parents, or perhaps Levi saw a
mark of the "older brother" in these young heroes' ability to accept such ancient
sacrifices and go on. In the years since Levi's death, Roth has increasingly
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assumed the voice of an aging generation, successors to the postimmigrants
who dominated Jewish-American life in the middle of the twentieth century,
forced to respond to the Holocaust.
Many of Roth's Jewish contemporaries had sensed in his early works a
kinship closer than Broyard's American brotherhood. Ruth Wisse called Roth's
the first literary voice that seemed to speak for our bunch, our group,
our set, the particular gang of adolescents with whom I shared a mutual
affection and an idea of what we stood against ... a sensibility sq familiar that it seemed to have come from our own midst, and in a sparkle of
language ... attractive to us .... Our affection for Philip Roth was part of
the tenderness we felt for ourselves. 14
Part of what they "stood against" was parental overprotection, being
reined in by a now-comfortable generation seeking to keep them from dangers it had opened to them. Ironically, these young third-generation Jews sometimes seemed humiliated not by their own acts, but by their inbred ideals.
Roth's characters are often caught redfaced between the generations. In book
after book, young men struggle to enter American society on their own terms,
trying to shake off, yet deeply appreciating, the limiting advantages of their
ancient culture.
From the very start of Roth's career, questions about his literature have
been intermingled with questions about himself: about his devotion to the Jews,
about his feelings for family, about his attitude toward women, even about his
personal life as a son, a brother, a husband or lover, and a nonparent-questions
probed anew by Roth, himself, in the nonfictional The Facts and Patrimony.
One hears about the "Goodbye, Columbus wars,"'S about the uproar in the
Jewish community over Portnoy's Complaint 16 and the continued attacks on
Roth's subsequent publications by organized Jewry in its periodicals, its rabbinic sermons, its endless newsletters and discussion groups. But how extensive
and how unalloyed was that hostility? In The Facts Roth tells of a traumatic
encounter, of a near mob scene at (of all places) Yeshiva University, from
which he had to be extricated by-irony of ironies !-Ralph Ellison; Roth
offers that experience as just one example of the hostility of organized Jewry to
his two great early successes. Were there other examples? Of what nature and
to what extent? And, then, why Roth? Malamud married a Gentile, wrote
Christological redemption pieces in Yiddish accents, and was loved by Jewish
readers. Bellow married frequently-mostly younger and younger women,
including Gentiles-presented assimilated Jews in ponderous intellectual style,
and was and still is beloved as a true Jewish encyclopedist. As one critic put it
in the mid-seventies, "Roth envies Bellow the old grace or magic or urbanity

